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XTE 51751-305" (ApJ, 575, L21 [2002]) 
The original Table 1 ("Timing Parameters of XTE J1751-305") contains one error. The 
epoch of pulsar mean longitude 90" is incorrect due to a numerical conversion error in the 
preparation of the original table text. A corrected version of Table 1 is shown. For reference, 
the epoch of the ascending node is also included. The correct value was used in all of the 
analysis leading up to the paper. As TgO is a purely fiducial reference time, the scientific 
conclusions of the paper are unchanged. 
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Table 1. Corrected Timing Parameters of XTE 51751-305 
Parameter Value 
Right ascension, a (52000) 
Declination, 6 (52000) 
Barycentric pulse frequency, f,, (Hz) 
Pulsar frequency derivative, ~f 1 (Hz s-l) 
Projected semimajor axis, a, sin i (It-ms) 
Binary orbital period, Pb (s) 
Epoch of mean longitude 90°, TgO 
Epoch of ascending node, T,, 
Orbital eccentricity, e 
Pulsar mass function, f, ( I O - ~ M ~ )  
Minimum companion mass, M, (Ma) 
Maximum Power, Zkax 
"Parameter was fixed; 90% confidence limits from Chandra aspect uncertainty. 
buncertainties and upper limits are 30 in last quoted digits. 
"Modified Julian days, referred to TDB timescale. 
dCorrected value. 
